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Description of the project, goals and participants 

The folk & world music acts from the Visegrad countries are somewhat underrepresented 
on the world music market, although there are a lot of potentially successful musicians 
and bands in the folk & world music genre around. This is partly because of the lack of 
institutional frameworks and also the lack strategic level thinking. Most countries in 
Europe have government funded music export offices but not in our countries. The music 
export offices create and operate national music brands, publish promotional material, 
fund certain acts’ international development and represent their respective countries in 
trade fairs.  

We, the partner organisations in this project would like to come together to create an 
umbrella brand for the folk & world music of the Visegrad region. This would not mean 
to give up our respective national brands – a good example are the export offices of the 
Scandinavian countries and their umbrella brand, the ‘Nordic Music Export’, although it 
cannot be the aim of our respective initiative to create an ’export office’ as such. . With 
the limited resources but effective professional networks and long time experience we 
have we are certain that even if separately we aren’t strong enough to fulfil this role, 
together we can create something that can effectively help the folk & world music 
scenes in our countries. It is a big effort and should be a long-term project.  

Throughout the last months we have exchanged thoughts and ideas on the subject, both 
through digital channels and a personal meeting in Bratislava early February. The project 
lead has been taken by Hangvető from Hungary, host organisation of World Music Expo 
(Womex) 2015 edition in Budapest. Project partners are: Hudobné Centrum (Slovakia), 
Indies Scope Records (Czech Republic) and Transetnika Association (Poland). However, 
the project partners invited other experts to contribute. The whole list of contributors is 
as follows: 

Balazs Weyer (project lead, Hangvető, Hungary)  
Andras Lelkes (Hangvető, Hungary)  
Endre Liber (Hangvető, Hungary)  
Olga Smetanova (Hudobné Centrum, Slovakia)  
Jarmily Vlčková (AMITY, Slovakia) 
Vladimir Potancok (Pohoda Festival, Slovakia)  
Hanka Vojtěchová Podhorská (Indies Scope Records, Czech Republic) 
Petra Hradilova (Colours of Ostrava Festival/Czech Crossroads, Czech Republic) 
Petr Doruzka (Czech National Radio, Czech Republic) 
Mateusz Dobrowolski (Transetnika Association, Poland) 
Jan Słowiński (Rozstaje/Crossroads Festival Krakow, Poland) 
Bozena Szota (Kulturny Zámek Poznan/Etno Port Festival, Poland)  
Michal Hajduk (Music curator, Adam Miczkiewicz Institute, Poland 
Gerald Seligman (Executive Director at National Recording Preservation Foundation, 
USA) 
Christine Semba (Director of Consultancy & Special Projects, Womex, France) 



Our approach - a theoretical background 

• What is ‘world music’? 

• Place branding and world music 

• The brand of the ‘Visegrad’ region 

• Different markets: internal national, internal regional, global external 

The term world music was coined twenty-five years ago. On 29 June 1987 the 
representatives of several independent British record labels got together to discuss a 
common problem. They decided to come up with a blanket term. Worldbeat? That did 
not cover music without drums. Tropical? That  excluded for example Finnish artists. 
Ethnic? That sounded stuffy and academic. Quite a few terms came under review, the 
final decision was for world music. A genre was born. 

However, the term ‘world music’ is still peculiar. It seems to cover just about 
everything. What does it really refer to? Who makes the music? Who listens to it and 
where? How many people are we talking about? A Dutch report of World Music Forum NL 
recently attempted to demarcate the extent of and define the term world music to act 
as the basis for further research. That definition turns out to not be so easy: where 
existing genres can be categorised on the basis of movements, musical line-ups or 
genres, this is much more difficult when it comes to world music. The genre has not 
undergone the usual, gradual development as classical and jazz music for instance – it 
arose in another era with a different social environment. Moreover, several different 
genres are covered by the same term. Nevertheless, despite all this the term world 
music has proven a useful concept – since just like with other genres – in practice it is 
actually quite clear what it stands for. World music is a broad category for different 
types of music 

• that are rooted in the musical traditions of the peoples of the world 
• are, even if distantly but consciously inspired by folk music (including traditional 

folk music itself) 
• music, that is representing a local, national or regional type of music, aimed not 

just to local but to global audiences 

Thus, world music is not just another genre or industry. It is a global notion, that 
enhances communication between different culture, it is a vehicle of preserving and 
transmitting traditions between generations and cultures and one of the most powerful 
tools of communication, that is strongly bound together with brand of places and regions 
– so there is not just a cultural but an economic, touristic and export element in it as it 
as a product that by definition aims the world markets. 

Music and place branding 

Along most of human history music has been one of the key cultural products, besides 
others, like food, clothing or architecture, with which the communities of people 
identified 



themselves. Brand images of nations and places have been shaped through the centuries 
by 
natural and cultural notions, such as weather, landscape, flora and fauna or superficial 
levels 
of local language, food, clothing, customs, internationally notable people that 
represented 
the community, general perception of behaviour – and music. Its spatial nature helped 
music 
to become a top-of-mind player in shaping brand images of places and communities. 

There are several ways to approach and examine music: genre, rhythm, harmonic and 
melodic construction, commercial categories, social aspects – and geography. Popular 
and 
traditional music is strongly linked to places, both commercially and politically. As 
Connell 
and Gibson puts it: ‘Popular music is an integral component of processes through which 
cultural identities are formed, both at personal and collective levels moreover, the way 
people think about identity and music is tied to the way they think about places’. 

Commercially, the notion of musical scenes, from tango in Argentina to the Goa techno 
scene or the Merseyside/Liverpool beat, is a way to market and identify places with 
music 
and music with place, whether on a national, regional or local level. Although, as these 
examples show, musical scenes have been present already before that, the creation and 
emergence of the category and discourse of world music at the very end of the 80s has 
strengthened and altered this phenomenon massively. While the consumption of music 
has 
become global and transnational, scenes of world music are identified in the first place 
by 
their geographic nature. The whole initiative being motivated by the need of record 
stores 
finding a solution to file non-Western, non-Anglo-Saxon music on their shelves, the 
approach 
of world music is organised by geographical categories. Record stores filed records by 
continents and country names, placards of world music festivals advertise artists with 
their respective countries of origin in brackets behind their names, more sophisticated 
texts, such as CD reviews or musicological essays also label them by region, sub-region 
or locality. In the ever growing world music scene this resulted in categories of genres 
being replaced by geographic names, the latter ones representing the best known genre 
(or sometimes instrument) of the respective place. Cabo Verde stands for morna and 
coladeira, Brazil for samba, Portugal for fado, Tuva for throat singing, Mali for the kora, 
Napoli for canzone.  

Also, this practice of labelling leads to an invisible competition between places to own a 
genre or a tradition, similarly as in the case of geographic labelling of foods or drinks, 
e.g. 
parmigiano, vinha Porto, cognac or Wiener schnitzel. Brands of places are geographical 
names used as product names, creating an atmosphere around the respective name that 
inspires people to go to the place, to buy products that are produced there, try its local 
food, watch movies or read books with scenes at the place or to listen to music that 
they think is played there. When a geographical name is a good trade mark or brand, 
everything that is linked to the place is strengthening each other and the brand itself. 



And it’s not just the city, the country or the region itself that takes advantage of a good 
place brand, it helps companies and individuals, too. The brand quality of countries and 
cities has a profound economic significance. ‘Brand is a perfect metaphor for the way 
places compete with each other in the global marketplace for products, services, 
events, ideas, visitors, talent, investment, and influence: this is simply the reality of 
globalisation, and it’s inescapable’, says Simon Anholt, the creator of the Anholt Nation 
Brands Index and the Anholt City Brands Index. He also adds, that ‘nations may have 
brands – in the sense that they have reputations, and these reputations are every bit as 
important to their progress and prosperity in the modern world as brand images are to 
corporations and their products’. Keith Dinnie discusses city branding, but his words can 
also apply to regional branding, when he writes: ‘In order to develop a strong brand, 
policy makers need to identify a clear set of brand attributes that the city possesses and 
which can form the basis for engendering positive perceptions of the city across multiple 
audiences. Such attributes are those that the city brand would wish to see evoked when 
relevant target groups are asked the question, ‘What comes to your mind when you 
think of this city?’’ 

Brand potential of the music of our region 

The brand of the ‘Visegrad region’ on the music market is non-existent though. Nor is it 
on the strategically important industries of tourism outside the region and although it 
does exist politically, it’s not strong enough to build an umbrella brand on. Asking key 
players on the world music market we have understood that professionals are not 
familiar with the term ‘Visegrad’. However, ‘Central Europe’ made more sense, they 
could refer to it much easier, although the virtual boundaries of it, the definition of 
Central Europe is rather uncertain.  

The V4 region got its strengths and weaknesses in terms of a regional brand. It shares 
lots of its members’ history although it is difficult to define it – whether to consider 
other countries (e.g. Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, Rumania, Ukraine) as part of it or 
narrow it down to the historical Visegrad treaty conditions. Geographically and 
historically it is a more open region to every direction as opposed to for example the 
umbrella region of Scandinavia, but similarly to the Benelux countries or the Caribbean 
region.  

Musically speaking, the V4 region has got a lot in common, although boundaries of 
musical traditions, again, does not always follow political boundaries. We share a 
tradition of  

• string bands (from most of Hungary to most of Slovakia (e.g. the Terchova 
tradition), Moravia in Czech Republic and Southern Poland.) 

• Roma musical traditions 
• Jewish musical traditions 
• A strong ethnomusicological tradition is an important differentiating element (e.g. 

the extensive research and archives from Oskar Kolberg to Béla Bartók, from Jana 
Belišová to Vera Sejvlova) 

• a contemporary world music scene 
• a living grassroots following of folk music (especially in the Hungarian táncház and 

the Polish mazurek scene) 

Internal and external markets 



As a consequence of the fluid nature of its definition, there is no reliable data regarding 
the size of the global world music market. Typology of musical genres is a difficult thing, 
especially in world music that is partly a vertical category across genres, being more an 
attitude rather than a genre itself (certain world music products can be also cross-
labelled jazz, pop, classical, electronic, etc.). The few available data and common 
professional expert wisdom in the field of world music both suggest that the category 
have a market share of 5-7% across the global music consumption, similarly to classical 
music and jazz. The audience of world music, also similarly to jazz and classical music, 
is adult: roughly half of it is between 30 and 50, half of it is above 50 (Netherlands 
research). The advantages of this is that the audience is not much following rapid trend 
changes – once a world music fan, always a world music fan. Also, this generation has 
got a higher purchasing power, making world music an important economic sector.  

The definition of ‘market’ in this project can be  

• an internal national market 

• regional level market (sales across the region) 

• global market (sales outside the region) 

We define ‘sales’ as 

• a live performance 

• a physical or digital copy of a recording sold 

• airplay/broadcasting appearance 

• synchronisation rights sales (e.g. movie soundtracks, advertising, ringtones, etc.) 

The goal is in the framework of this cooperation is to enhance the visibility and thus 
improve the economic and cultural strength of world music of the V4 countries on the 
global market, (including the cross-regional market).  

Issues to consider 

Throughout the months of this project we examined the different possibilities of 
cooperation, why and how to cooperate.  

At the beginning we listed the issues and questions of our potential cooperation as 
below. 

I. Why to cooperate? 

• Potential advantages 



• Potential disadvantages 

• Models for similar cooperations 

• Outreach to neighbouring countries? 

II. Potential fields of cooperation 

• Joint regional showcase event 

o Already existing events in the region with a showcase potential 

• Joint appearance at other trade fairs and showcases 

• Program exchange between festivals in the region 

• Program exchange between venues in the region 

o Concert halls 

o Clubs 

o others 

• Joint regional world music award 

• Joint annual music sampler 

• Joint PR & Marketing 

III. Form of the cooperation. Legal and financial issues. 

• Umbrella brand or occasional cooperations? 

• Legal entity or a syndicate? 

• Financial models 

Basics of the cooperation 

As potential advantages we have found that separately all of our respective countries 
are small to achieve a great visibility on the global market. Together though we are a 
sizeable market in European terms. The V4 countries’ market means 64 000 000  local 
citizens. This number is the same as UK citizens, means twice the number of people 
living in BeNeLux, twice-and-half the Nordic countries. This is important not just if we 
look at ourselves as an internal market but also if we consider ourselves a target market 
– the live segment of world music market works partly on a mutual basis – we have 
better terms on the sales side if we appear as buyers, too. (see later cooperation of 
venues). Also, our limited resources combined might help to achieve a critical level of 
visibility.  

Among the potential disadvantages we have found the risk of weakening the national 
brands – a natural concern when it comes to a regional umbrella. We agreed not to give 



up nor efforts or initiatives on the national level and operate as a loose but effective 
network platform rather than an institutionalised regional operation. 

The most inspiring source of such networking is the Scandinavian region’s networking 
platform, the Nordic Music Export in terms that the umbrella and the individual 
countries below it are all well visible and proportionally successful. However, it cannot 
be our aim to create an export office since none of our countries has one and the power 
of the market is not even close to that of the Scandinavian markets.  

Also, an important difference is that the definition of ‘Scandinavia’ is much clearer than 
that of ‘Central Europe’. Our region is more open and interconnected geographically and 
historically to every points of the compass. However, we shall look at this as an 
advantage to build on, rather than an obstacle.  

Practicalities of the cooperation 

The first issue to examine was to create a joint showcase event of the region, aimed at 
the global professional community. This kind of trade fairs are the basics of business 
marketing in the music industry. Regional world music trade fairs are all around the 
globe, and especially in Europe, e.g.  Babel Med (French market), Medimex (Italian 
market), Fira Mediterranea (Spanish market), Atlantic Music Expo (Cabo Verde market), 
Tallinn Music Week (Baltic market). There is no trade fair in Central Europe though and 
we aim to change that built upon the chance that the World Music Expo (Womex) comes 
to Central Europe first time in history this year, to Budapest.  

We aim to build such an annual trade fair platform on existing events from Colours of 
Ostrava to Festival Skrzyżowanie in Warsaw, Pohoda Festival in Trencin, Rozstaje Festival 
in Krakow, etc).  

Besides having a trade fair dedicated to promote the music from the region it is also 
important to be present at already existing trade fairs in a coordinated way and create 
an umbrella brand to communicate when we appear together on such trade fairs – the 
pilot project being at Babel Med, Marseille in March 2015. We have agreed we need an 
umbrella name to be able to do that.  

We have noted, that being a target market makes it easier to be effective in branding 
the region. To be a good target market for world music acts globally we need venues and 
events that coordinate when preparing their calendars. Such networks of venues of the 
same category (festivals, concert halls, small clubs, etc.) are cost effective and provide 
more bargaining potential on the market.  

Joint marketing and communication efforts are also key to enhance this regional level 
visibility. 



Mid-term strategy for regional cooperation 

Having considered the issues described above, we agreed to cooperate as an informal 
network in the following fields: 

• Common participation and representation at trade fairs and showcases 

• Organising an annual regional showcase 

• Encouraging networks of festivals, concert halls, clubs and other kinds of 
venues to harmonise their programming 

• Create a regional world music award 

•

Trade fairs and showcases 

We will participate at trade fairs and showcases together, where applicable. The first 
such event, as a pilot, have been at Babel Med Music in Marseille at the end of March, 
still in the framework of this project.  

The name we have picked, after long debates, is Central European Music Square. As 
described earlier, the term ’Visegrad’ haven’t proved to have much familiarity on the 
world music market, as opposed to the more known ‘Central Europe’. ‘Square’ as a form 
was preferred because it has likeable connotations: 

• A square as a form has got four corners, as we have four countries in the network 

• A square as an urban place is something where people meet, congregate and 
cooperate 

• A square is easily usable motif at trade fairs’ stand design 

• A square is open to every points of the compass 

• Square as an expression does not refer to any legal form so keeps possibilities 
open for the future to strengthen or loosen the way we cooperate 

We also plan to appear together at the World Music Expo 2015 edition in Budapest, 
creating a stand neighbourhood and a filling a stage dedicated to artists from the region. 
Also, speakers and topics from the region will be an emphasis of the conference program 
Womex. This will be the ever most powerful appearance of the region, as a region at a 
global music trade fair.  

Regional trade fair and showcase 



Our goal is to create an annual showcase and trade fair event in the region, bringing 
here the top of the industry every year. Hosting this event would be rotated between 
the participating countries. As we consider Womex 2015 being in Budapest the first big 
appearance as a region, we plan the first regional trade fair for 2016.  

As it is extremely difficult to find a date in the calendar of different global trade fairs, 
we agreed to potentially, but not exclusively, link the trade fair to already existing 
events and festivals. Potential locations of the first event might be Ostrava or Krakow, 
but it is open to other contenders as well.  

Potentially such a trade fair and showcase could hold 25 acts during 3 days at a cost of 
cca. 150-200.000 euros.  We also agreed that the trade fair network is open to other 
participants and in certain projects might be open  to other invited countries as well. 
Taking advantage of the open nature of the region, other countries might be invited to 
participate year by year (e.g. if we would already have such a trade fair this year, 
Ukraine could be a natural choice for a guest country).  

As part of the annual regional showcase, we aim to create a platform of world music 
awards of the region. A regional award is a powerful and cost-effective way to 
communicate the region on the musical market. Both the showcase and the award would 
curated by professionals from and outside the region. Also, musical samplers and digital 
tools shall be introduced, enhancing the visibility through platforms like Youtube, Spotify 
and the likes.  

The dates and place of the first regional showcase would be announced at Womex 2015 
where all of the potential visitors are present anyway. Until the end of August 2015, a 
funding and financial plan should be prepared.  

Networks of venues 

From a point of cost-effectiveness, cultural exchange and market initiatives we 
encourage program harmonisation and exchange between world music events, promoters 
and venues in the region. 

Different sizes and types of events, such as open air festivals, concert halls, folk 
festivals, small clubs can create networks. As of now, touring in the region is difficult as 
there are no such networks or regional level booking agents and promoters. Bringing 
international artists to the region will be more cost-effective when organizing small 
tours might be possible (as travel costs can be shared and artists fees are more 
bargainable). Expensive cross-border artistic projects in the region can also be born if 
there is a network on the buyers’ side.  

The form of the future cooperation 

The partners agree to keep cooperating on the long term as an open platform. This 
means not to create a new legal entity but to cooperate constantly on a step-by step, 



project-by-project basis. Partners have a right to opt-in or out for each new initiative. 
Additional partners can be invited, too.  

Financial funding remains a question though. We hope to find future funding for our 
plans. We prepared a list of potential national and local state sources, collecting 
copyright societies, European Union funds, funds promoting cultural exchange, creative 
industries funds. We also see some potential in crowdfunding platforms and, hoping, 
thanking for the current small grant, believe that our strategy is attractive enough to 
gain future contribution from the International Visegrad Fund, too.  

 
Members of the project and experts meeting in Bratislava at Hudobné Centrum offices, 4-5 
February, 2015 


